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The Ontario Creates Film Fund Production streams (Drama and Documentary) are
intended to increase the level of domestic feature film production in Ontario. The Film
Fund provides support to Ontario producers for feature film projects in the final stages of
production financing.
The prime objectives of the fund are to:
 increase investment and jobs in Ontario by Ontario-based feature film production
companies;
 increase the number of high quality, original feature films produced in Ontario by
Ontario-based production companies; and
 assist in capitalizing Ontario-based feature film production companies.
The Film Fund supports a range of projects across genres with both industrial and cultural
benefits. Ontario Creates measures the results of the Film Fund primarily based on net
benefit from the project to the province which includes but is not limited to return on
investment and jobs created in the Ontario film industry.

Enhanced Support for Films with Diverse Elements
The Ontario Creates Film Fund Production stream (Drama and Documentary)
will offer enhanced support for films with diverse elements.
Specifically, support for diverse projects via the Film Fund Production stream
will:





Strengthen our relations with Indigenous communities and work
toward reconciliation;
Connect people and communities by sharing and celebrating our
diverse heritage and cultures;
Make Ontario a culture leader at home and internationally; and
Strengthen Ontario’s culture workforce

The Film Fund diversity enhancement will utilize the provincial definition of
diversity which recognizes/states that the dimensions of diversity include,
but are not limited to:
ancestry, culture, ethnicity, gender identity, gender expression,
language, physical and intellectual ability, race, religion (creed), sex,
sexual orientation and socio-economic status.
Applicants with diverse projects, who wish to access enhanced support via
the Film Fund Production stream will be required to submit a one-page
Diversity Enhancement addendum (see appendix 1 ) to their application
identifying the diverse elements of their project, including voice and story of
the project, indigenous or language-elements, or elements as referenced in
the provincial definition of diversity (above). In the case of coproduction,
non-traditional partners or jurisdictions will also be considered.

Ontario Creates is committed to fostering respectful workplaces in all sectors and
companies we support. A respectful workplace is one that values diversity and inclusion,
dignity, courteous conduct, fairness, positive communication and professional working
relationships. A respectful workplace is free from harassment and discrimination including
sexual harassment.
Ontario Creates expects that all funding recipients maintain the principles of a respectful
workplace including taking every reasonable step to:
 Cultivate and sustain a respectful, positive, inclusive and supportive work culture
 Provide a safe mechanism for staff to report incidents or allegations of
inappropriate behavior
 Take action to prevent, identify and eliminate workplace harassment and
discrimination in a timely manner
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An eligibility requirement for this program includes the applicant organization confirming
that they have in place both guiding principles and a process for maintaining a respectful
workplace. Please download the Applicant Affidavit from the Ontario Creates website or
from the application form in the OAP, sign, and include with your application as
instructed.

1. Program Deadlines 2019/20
CYCLE 1: March 4, 2019 5:00 PM ET
CYCLE 2: July 4, 2019 5:00 PM ET
CYCLE 3: October 30, 2019 5:00 PM ET
Applicants may apply with a production ready project to any of the three deadlines,
provided that the application is submitted prior to commencing principal photography. All
applications must be submitted and received on or before the applicable deadline to be
considered.
Projects that were not successful at a previous deadline of the Film Fund may only be
resubmitted with the permission of Ontario Creates.
Decisions will be communicated to applicants 12 to 16 weeks after the program deadline.
2. Applicant Eligibility
The Production Company must be:
 incorporated in Ontario or incorporated federally and registered in Ontario
 Ontario-based:
o have a permanent establishment in Ontario which serves as head office and
base of operations (i.e. applicant is eligible to pay corporate income taxes in
Ontario and Ontario address is listed as head office in T2 filing); and,
o be able to demonstrate that they had a permanent establishment in Ontario
for at least one year prior to the deadline.
 a Canadian-owned and controlled organization as defined in the Investment
Canada Act (Canada).
Applicant companies and any associated production entity must be in good standing with
Ontario Creates at time of application submission.
The Individual Producer(s) must:
 be Ontario residents and Canadian citizens within the definition of the Citizenship
Act or permanent residents within the definition of the Immigration and Refugee
Protection Act (Canada).
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have previously produced at least one of: a dramatic or documentary feature film
theatrically released in Canada; a television movie; a dramatic or documentary
series; or, two one-hour documentaries that have been broadcast in Canada.

Ontario Creates will consider applications from producers who do not meet the above
minimum applicant producer requirements provided that they can demonstrate in writing
the attachment to the project of an Ontario based executive producer who does meet the
above qualifications. In this instance applicants are required to seek pre-approval of the
executive producer by Ontario Creates prior to application.

3. Production Eligibility
Dramatic Feature (including Animation):
 Domestic: must have a budget between $1 million and $8 million (exceptions can
be made on a case-by-case basis; please contact Ontario Creates to discuss)
 International coproduction: must have a minimum budget of $1 million (no budget
cap)
Documentary:
 Must have a minimum budget of $600,000
All productions must:
 have a minimum proposed length of 75 minutes.
 not have commenced principal photography prior to application submission.
 be shot in Ontario (coproductions and documentaries are excluded from this
requirement).
 be either eligible for certification as a Canadian Production by CAVCO; as a treaty
coproduction by Telefilm Canada and by co-producers equivalent certifying body
or eligible to receive Canadian Program certification from the CRTC.
Productions with budgets
 under $2.5 million must include a marketing plan that demonstrates how the film
will be commercially exploited in Canada, and internationally if appropriate. See
Appendix 2.
 over $2.5 million must have a Canadian distributor attached to the project. The
distributor must commercially exploit the film in Canada, and internationally if
appropriate. While not required, the application can be strengthened with a
marketing plan; see Appendix 2.
Documentaries
 at all budget levels may apply without a Canadian distributor in place but must
have a broadcast commitment, and include a marketing plan that demonstrates
how the film will be commercially exploited in Canada, and internationally if
appropriate. See Appendix 2.
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Enhanced Support for Films with Diverse Elements
Dramatic films with diverse elements must have a minimum budget of $750,000.
Documentaries must have a minimum budget of $500,000. All other production
eligibility and distribution guidelines above apply to applications for the diversity
enhancement.

Productions for which public financial support would be contrary to public policy are not
eligible.

4. Funding Levels
Funding for dramatic films is capped on a tiered basis according to Ontario spend
(portion of budget allocated to Ontario residents for labour AND budget allocated within
the province for goods and services):
Ontario Spend
$5M and up
$3M to $4.999M
$1M to $2.999M

Maximum Request
for Financing
$400,000
$300,000
$250,000

Dramatic films with an Ontario spend under $1M should contact Ontario Creates before
applying.
Funding for documentary films at all budget levels is capped at $150,000.

Enhanced Support for Films with Diverse Elements
Funding awards for projects qualifying for the diversity enhancement will be flexible and
may not adhere to the caps described above. Funding will be determined on the merits
of the application with respect to both diverse and economic elements.
Companies considering applying for more than the applicable cap indicated above are
required to discuss their request with Ontario Creates prior to submitting their
application.

Ontario Creates’ contribution is a recoupable advance, which must be repaid in the same
tier as other funding agencies for both Canada and the Rest of World. Productions are
required to provide revenue statements showing the calculation of gross and net revenue
semi-annually for the first three years after release, and annually thereafter.
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Ontario Creates does not take an equity position in the project, nor will it charge interest
on the advance.
The number of applicants who will receive funding and the amount of funding received
will be determined by the annual confirmed budget of the Ontario Creates Film Fund and
the quantity and quality of the projects funded.

5. Application Requirements
Financing





All productions must provide a viable financing plan supported by commitment
letters from all financial sources.
The Film Fund is a last-in participant in production financing. In order to be
considered by the jury, 70% of production financing must be in place and
supported with appropriate commitment documentation at the time of application.
To calculate the 70% requirement of confirmed financing, you may exclude from
the calculation your ask from Ontario Creates or any financing under review from
other recognized industry funding programs (Telefilm, NOHFC, Rocket Fund,
Eurimages, etc) within the corresponding deadline/timeframe. All financing must
be confirmed within four months of the application deadline and in advance of
Ontario Creates’ conditional letter of commitment.
Projects which demonstrate full financing (excluding Ontario Creates) supported
with appropriate commitment documentation at time of application will be
prioritized in the decision process.

Ontario Spend
A complete and accurate Schedule of Minimum Commitment of Ontario Expenditures
(SMCOE) must be provided per the Ontario Creates template. The SMCOE has significant
weight in the assessment of your projects application. (See section 7: Decision Criteria)
The SMCOE represents the benefits of the project to the Ontario economy. This includes:



Projected Ontario expenditures as a multiple of Ontario Creates’ contribution
Total projected number of weeks of employment for Ontario residents.
Weeks of work are calculated for Ontario residents working a minimum of 5 days on
the production at a minimum of 35 to 40 hours within a single week. If you have
individuals that reach the 35 to 40 hours a week in less than 5 days they can be
apportioned e.g.,. 2 days at 30 hours = .25 of a week. Day labour, regardless of role,
cannot be included in the weeks of work calculation. Should you require further
clarification please contact us.

Please ensure that the information you submit on this form is accurate and represents the
estimated Ontario expenditures (labour and non-labour), and the total paid weeks of work
for all Ontario residents within the eligible categories.
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Supporting Documents






Film Fund applications must be complete at time of submission and with all
documents below in order to move forward to the jury review:
o complete chain of title including summary and all supporting agreements;
o coproduction agreements if applicable;
o financing plan;
o full budget with top sheet (for coproductions multi-jurisdictional budgets
must be provided)
o complete Schedule of Minimum Commitment of Ontario Expenditures
(SMCOE); and
o Canadian distribution agreement and/or marketing plan.
Page limits are in place for some supporting documents; please review page limit
requirements in the OAP prior to finalizing your application materials. Additional
documents submitted beyond those required may not be reviewed by the jury.
It is imperative that applications include all the required materials listed within the
application form. Place holder documents will not be accepted.

Applications for the diversity enhancement must complete and submit a Diversity
Enhancement Addendum. The addendum must be provided as part of the film fund
application at the time of submission. Addendums will not be accepted after an
application has been submitted.

6. Submitting Your Application: Process and Evaluation











Applicants must submit their application to Ontario Creates electronically through
the Online Application Portal (OAP) at https://apply.OntarioCreates.ca/;
Applicants that do not have a user account on the OAP, should go to
https://apply.OntarioCreates.ca/ and click on “Register”. For assistance, please see
Ontario Creates’ website for the ”OAP Quick Start Guide”;
Applications must be received electronically via the OAP system no later than 5:00
pm on the applicable deadline;
Applications that are received after the deadline will not be considered;
Applications will be reviewed by Ontario Creates for eligibility and completeness;
Incomplete applications will not be considered;
Applicants will receive a letter via the OAP after the eligibility and completeness
review of the application is conducted. If the application does not meet eligibility
and completeness thresholds as described above, it will be deemed ineligible and
will not be further evaluated. Applications that pass the eligibility and
completeness review will be assessed by an industry jury and Ontario Creates for
final funding recommendations;
Applicants will be offered an opportunity to provide a one-page project update
letter one-week in advance of the jury meeting. There will be no other
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opportunities for applicants to update any supporting documents or elements of
their application after it has been submitted; applications will be evaluated as they
are received; Decisions will be announced 12 to 16 weeks after the deadline.
Successful applicants must accept and sign a conditional letter of commitment
from Ontario Creates within one month of notification;
Ontario Creates reserves the right to withdraw its funding commitment should
project financing not be complete within the negotiated time frame per the
funding commitment, the project no longer meets one or more of the funds
eligibility requirements or the project changes significantly from time of initial
commitment;

7. Decision Criteria
Applications will be assessed on the following criteria:
Benefits to the Ontario economy - (see pg.4 - Ontario Spend
regarding Schedule of Minimum Commitment of Ontario
Expenditures). This includes:



Projected Ontario expenditures as a multiple of Ontario
Creates’ contribution
Total projected number of weeks of employment for Ontario
residents

40%

Feasibility of the project with respect to budget, financing, schedule
and scope

20%

Demonstrated track record and ability of the proponent and
production team to implement the production

20%

Creative merit of the project and potential for critical and
commercial success

20%
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Enhanced Support for Films with Diverse Elements
Applications qualifying for the diversity enhancement will be assessed on the
following criteria:
Benefits to the Ontario economy - (see pg.4 - Ontario Spend
regarding Schedule of Minimum Commitment of Ontario
Expenditures). This includes:



Projected Ontario expenditures as a multiple of Ontario
Creates’ contribution
Total projected number of weeks of employment for
Ontario residents

Feasibility of the project with respect to budget, financing,
schedule and scope
Composition of Production team with respect to diversity and
track record. This includes:
 Key Creative (producer, director, writer, lead talent)
 Ability to implement the production

Creative elements; diverse elements; and potential for critical
success
 Voice and Story
 Indigenous
 Language (eg. Francophone, Third-language or
combination)
 Non-Traditional partner (eg. Co-production with new
territory)


25%

20%

25%

30%

All Ontario Creates decisions are final. Ontario Creates reserves the right to alter program
guidelines with general public notice to all potential applicants and to refuse any
application for any reason. The number of awards and amount awarded is contingent on
confirmation of Ontario Creates’ annual budget. Ontario Creates is not required to make
any minimum number of awards. Subject to the Freedom of Information and Protection of
Privacy Act, all information contained in the application will remain strictly confidential.
Applicants are not to direct any questions or comments to industry jury members in
advance of deadlines or following jury decisions. All inquiries pertaining to Ontario
Creates funds are to be directed to Ontario Creates staff only.
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8. Payments to Successful Applicants
Successful applicants will receive payments as per the following milestones:





50% on execution of the agreement;
30% on the completion of principal photography or delivery of animatic and layout;
10% on delivery and acceptance of the film by the Canadian distributor (as defined
in the long-form contract);
10% on receipt and acceptance of the final audited statement of production costs.

9. Ontario Creates Agreement and Participant Obligations















On acceptance into the program, the participating company will receive a
conditional letter of commitment outlining Ontario Creates’ closing requirements.
When the closing terms are fulfilled, the company will be required to sign a long
form agreement covering the terms of their participation in the program.
Agreement: The recipient company will be required to sign a standard Ontario
Government agreement covering the terms of their participation in the program
including providing Ontario Creates with permission to use the project and delivery
materials for promotional purposes. Recipients may not amend the agreement
template.
FTEs: Applicants must indicate the number of Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) positions
that will be created and/or retained as a result of the Ontario Creates-supported
activity/activities and funding. Additionally, applicants must provide a minimum
commitment of paid weeks of work for Ontario resident’s as a direct result of the
production
Ontario expenditures: Applicants are required to indicate the total expenditures
paid to Ontario residents for labour AND allocated within the province for goods
and services.
Funding from other sources: Applicants are required to report the total unregulated
private sector project funding (financing that is not influenced by government
regulation such as internal revenues, venture capital investment, sponsorship,
loans, distribution fees, AND the total public sector funding (Federal, provincial,
and/or municipal government funding and tax credits)
Insurance: Recipient companies will be required to carry Commercial General
Liability Insurance on an occurrence basis for Third Party Bodily Injury, Personal
Injury and Property Damage, to an inclusive limit of not less than $2,000,000 per
occurrence, $2,000,000 products and completed operations aggregate. Ontario
Media Development Corporation* and Her Majesty the Queen need to be named as
additional insureds on all policies. Please budget accordingly. Additional
information on insurance requirements is available on request.
Changes to the Project: Ontario Creates must be notified of any changes to the
project as defined in the contract, changes will require consent of Ontario Creates.
Accessibility: Ontario Creates encourages applicants who host event-based
activities to choose accessible venues and offer accommodations for people with
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disabilities as required. More information on the Accessibility for Ontarians with
Disabilities Act can be found here https://www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/05a11.
* Ontario Media Development Corporation is Ontario Creates’ legal name
Ontario Creates Film Fund Recognition and Promotional Rights
Ontario Creates Film Fund support is to be acknowledged with an Ontario Creates credit
and logo on all versions of the production, as well as on all publicity and promotional
materials relating to the production, e.g., billing block; subject to customary exclusions
and exceptions.
More Information
Please contact Kelly Payne, Program Consultant
 Phone: 416-645-8521
 Email: kpayne@ontariocreates.ca

Ontario Creates
An agency of the Ontario Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport, Ontario Creates
facilitates economic development opportunities for Ontario’s cultural media industries
including book and magazine publishing, film and television, music and interactive digital
media industries.
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Appendix 1
Diversity Enhancement Addendum
The Ontario Creates Film Fund Production stream will offer enhanced support for films
with diverse elements.
Applicants who wish to access support for diverse projects via the Film Fund Production
stream must submit an addendum to their application which provides detailed answers to
the following:
1. Diversity of key creatives as applicable. This includes producer(s), director, director of
photography, writer, actors etc.
2. Creative elements in direct respect to diversity including voice and story of the
project, indigenous or language elements, or elements as referenced in the provincial
definition of diversity (see Guidelines page 2). Maximum one page.
3. For co-productions, details regarding the nature of non-traditional partner(s) or
jurisdiction(s) attached to the project. Maximum one page.
The addendum must be completed on the Diversity Enhancement Addendum Template
(see sample on page 13), which must be downloaded here and provided to Ontario Creates
as part of the Film Fund application. The addendum must be provided at the time of
submission. Ontario Creates will not accept diversity enhancement addendums after the
application submission date.
*IMPORTANT* Companies considering applying for more than the funding cap for their
project are required to discuss the proposal with Ontario Creates prior to submitting their
application.
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Diversity Enhancement Addendum Template (1/2)
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Diversity Enhancement Addendum Template (2/2)

Download: http://www.ontariocreates.ca/AssetFactory.aspx?did=3308
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Appendix 2.
Marketing and Sales Strategy Elements
Productions with a budget of up to $2.5 million without a confirmed Canadian distributor
and documentaries of all budget levels, are required to submit the following elements of a
marketing and sales strategy. Productions with budgets of over $2.5 million are not
required to submit a marketing and sales strategy but are encouraged to provide as an
enhancement to their application.
The strategy must identify the critical and commercial potential of the film and how it will
be realized domestically and internationally. The strategy should demonstrate how to
build awareness of the production, drive sales and increase exposure of the film.
References to market potential, target demographics, and sales estimates should be
researched with regard to performance of similar types of films. Proposed release and
distribution strategies should be realistic with regard to cost and experience of the team
to execute.
The main elements of the Canadian and international marketing, distribution and release
strategy including domestic and international festival placement, traditional media, social
media, or other innovative strategies should be demonstrated across all potential release
platforms
Please include:


A release strategy for Canada that is executed in partnership with a distributor or could be
executed by the producer. Can include strategies that target potential distribution
partners.



A description of the marketability of different elements of the film (e.g. renowned director
and/or screenwriter, established movie franchise, confirmed cast, potential for success in
a particular niche market).



An evaluation of the film’s market potential in Canada and key international territories
across all platforms.



The target audience for each potential release platform and the expected results for each
platform.



Strategy for domestic and international sales fulfilment (e.g. attendance at markets; a list
of likely sales agents or buyers; or a plan for other representation to ensure the film gets
sold).

The Marketing and Sales Strategy will be evaluated on the following criteria:


The coherence of the proposed strategy with regards to the market appeal of the film, its
target audience and strategies to reach that audience.



The realistic potential to execute on the proposed marketing and sales strategies.



The innovative character of the marketing and sales strategy as it applies to the
production.
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Appendix 3.
Required Schedule of Minimum Ontario Expenditures template (1/2)
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Required Schedule of Minimum Ontario Expenditures template (2/2)

Download: http://www.ontariocreates.ca/AssetFactory.aspx?did=107
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